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InS'titute for Equality in Education

"MY DADDY.MIGHT HAVE,LOVED ME":
STUDENT PERCEPTIONS OF DIFFERENCES

BETWEEN BEING MALE AND BEING FEMALE

by

Alice,Baumgartner Papageorgiou

Educators are quick to acknowledge that students are unique individuals
and should be treated as such in the c/assroom. Paradoxically, however, these

same persons often show remarkably little concern for the differential treatment

of students on the basis of sex. The stereotyping which is reflected in that
differential treatment is based on the assumption that all persons of a_pari
ticular sex are alike -- that they have the same values, the same interests and

abilities, and the same levels of aspiation. It further assumes that all males
and all females will become members of-a family in which the father works out-
side of the home and the mother stays home and raises the children. Obviously,

such assumptions are invalid. Yet even those educators who are most concerned
about sex discrimination may be unaware of how their own behavior differentiates
between males and females with the cumulative.effect,of damaging individuals
and ultimately the process of education.

It would be reasonable to expect that sex discrimination in the public
schools has been dramatically reduced in the ten years since the passage of

Title IX. This law states that, "No person. . . shall, on the basis of sex, be

excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjectea to

discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal finan-

tial assistance . . . ." While,school districts have taken certain important
-actions required by the law, the emphasis has been on those areas khere the
results are highly visible and easily verifiable --,auch as integrating physical

education classes, replacing sex-biased testing and counseling materials, and

providing pkgrams for pregnant and married students. The more difficult task

.
of addressing differential treatment of students in the classroom has received

much less attention.

The failure to provide staff development programs r ated to sex equity is

often justified by claims that such training is unneceSsary because a district

is already in compliance with Title IX, One measure which districts frequently

cite as evidence of their compliance is the face that few, if any, students have

filed grievances charging sex discrimination., Use of this measure makes two

Assumptions: first, tha,t students have been instruoted on the purpose and use

o'f the grievance procedures and second, that s.tudents All use a grievance
.

procedure even though they 1,ave been socialized'to vie discr.j.minaforv policies

and practices as "normal" and therefore acceptable. In 'realav, the number

of grievances filed says more about the level of student areneas. of tex equity

issues than it does about dilstrict compliance with Title IX mmitment to

sex equity. .1



Unlike other staff development programs which districts consider essential
for all district personnel, training related to pex equity is more often volun-

,tery than mandatory. Although this practixe may protect administrators from
,the hostility of resistant staff members, it also creates or reinforces atti-
tudes that sex eauity is unimportant, while i5reasiu the likelihood that dif-

ferential treatment of students in violation pf Title IX will continue.

Much of the differe tial treatment which occurs is less the result of

malicious intent than the fact that teachers, like their students, have been,
socialized to accept tradi ional sex roles. Maximizing educational opportunity
for all students depends, therefore, on two forms of interventiOn: (1) making

teachers and other school personnel aware of the damaging effects of their dif-

ferential treatment (z) male and female sOidents; and (2) makirig students aware

of the damaging effects of conformity to traditional sex role stereotypes.

Educators who doubt that such interventionr,is.critical need only listen ta
what students say when they are asked to identify differendes between being
male and bAing female. Participants in the Iristitute for Equality in Eddcation
recently conducted a survey which asked students to respond to a single qupstion:
"If you woke up tomorrow and discovered that you were a (boy) (girl), how would

your lifesbe different?" The students surVeyeb included a6P-roximately 2000

students in 3rd through 12th grade in both large, metropotan districts and
smaller,"rural districts through Colorado.

Giver the many cl.hims that Male,and female sex roles are changing, it is

astounding how few students indicated that.they do not feel personally bound

to conform to the stereotypical male, or female role% Those who did reject the
traditional,stereotyp'es felt that being male or female would have little impact

on either their behavior orstheir aspirations. Yet even these students were

aware that re.definition of sex roles to allw, for greater individuality results

increased advantages for both sexes, but primarily for females.

, -

-The-responses from the overwhelming maiority of students confirm that; as

a result of sex role socialization, students see traditional ,sex (roles as their

only choice. Consequently, these students believe that their lives would change

dramatically if'their sex were different. The underlying themes which emerge

from theij descriptions of those changes fitghlight the damaging effects of sex

role socialization.

EfFect 41,- Females learn that it is best not to work outside the hoMe, but if
4
one does, one should choose from a limited number of career options.

,
One area which the students frequently ideniified as a difference between

being male and being female was that of career choice. Their comments showed

the effects df being taught that males are to be the primary, if not the.only,

source o.f income .for their families, while females are to work nside the home

and depend on a husband for their support. "If I were a girl wrote one tenth-

grade boy, "I would be expected by some to get married rathe than pursue a

career." Other boys expressed the saMe opinion: "I would a most have to change

career plans. I would probably consider being a housewife." "I would start to

look for a husband as soon as I got into high school." One fourth-grade girl

explained the difference between being male and being female in this way: "My

goal as a girl is to be nothing." 1

The reality is th 90% of girls in high.school today can expect to be part

of the labor Fprce'for an average of 25 years:if they marry,.and an average of

t.)



yeailt if they don't. Furthermore, 66% of women who are currently employed

are either the sole aupport for themselves and theii families, or are the

major iwage earner.

For women who do choose to work outside the home, conformity with tradi-

tion4i sex roles means ignoring those careers which are traditionally held

by males. Consequently, it means having fewer choices. The composi.te list

of .:;areers identified by students as being "appropriate" for males included

sii4if1cantly more optiops than did the corresponding list for females. In

feet, females do select from a very limited number of careers, with,60% of

wolfking women currently choosing to be clerks, salespersons, waitresses, and

hat5dressers.

Because sex role socialiiatiod teaches females to see careers as less

*portant for themselves than for Males, girls tend either not to prepare fOr
4
a career at all, or to choose careers which are considered "appropriate" for

females. When females choose careers wilich are consistent with the traditional

lemale role; they pay the price, of another damaging effect of sex role s'ocial-
k
/4.zation.

Effect #2 - Females are taught to select careers which are less rewarding than

those which Males are taught to select/

I.

..,

. ,

Traditionally, careers tend to be defined as either "male" or 1:female,"
0
, depending on whether the work rnvolved is consiAent with the male or female

sex role stereotype. For example, careers which involve giving orders, being
Nt in charge, and working independently are considered to be "male". Careers

,;. ,

iTi,:which involve following otherrs directions, serving or caring for others, and

providing support are considered to be "female". One means of determining

1,.. whether a career is non-traditional for les or females is to note whether a

person's sex is identified when the care is referred te); for example, "male
-

.' nurse," "female pilot,
1, ,, male secretary," "female carpenter."

?

When the students specified career choices, theyconformed strictly to

traditional distinctiont between "male" and "female" Careers. The careers

specified by girls as those they would consider if they were male included:

mechanic, construction worker, pilot, engineer, race car driver, forest ranger,

dentist, steelworker, architect, stunt man, coal miner, geologist, farmer,

sports commentator, draftsman, and banker. The career mentioned most frequently

was professional athlete. The options listed most.frequently by boys were:

secfetary, housewife, and nurse. Other careers seen by the boys as being

available choices if they were female included: cocktail waitress, social

worker, teacher, stewardess, interior decorator, child care assistant, recep-

tionist, model, beauty queen, and prostitute. The ,only careers seeb as possible

choices for both sexes,were: truck driver, computer programmer, doceor, and

lawyer -- none of which is a traditionally female profession. Conequently,

the career choices suggest a preference for "maleness" by both the boys and,

the girls.

Girls pointed out that they would have morb or different options if they

were male: "I'd have different opportunities in jobs" (8th grade girr). "I

.could ry for PresJdent" (10th.grade girl). "I Fent td be,a nurse,,but if I

were male, I would probably want.to be an architect" (4th grade girl). "I

would consider-careers in mat)1 or science (10th grade girl): On the other

hand, boys felt they woi,ld lose options if they were ,female: "I' wouldn't be

able to keep'my job as a'carpenter" (12th'grade boy). "I couldn't be a mech-

anic" (8th grade bov). 6
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Career choice is important, not only as a source of income, but also as a

source for feelings of self-worth. Wheii one compares the choices made by

boys with those made by girls, it is apparent Ghat-their choices were based on
the perception that conformity to traditional sex roles dictates the careers.
which one considers as possible. It is also not difficult to determine which
careers carry rewards of higher income and contribute to greater feelings of

self-worth.

In 1981, thirtepn of the top twenty highest paying careers reguired a
background in math and/or science. It has been estimated that 80% of the

careers in the 1980's will require a strong bgaground in math. But if'fe-

males perceive that they are expeCted to become homemakers or to. select
"female" careers, there is no motivation for them to take those classes which
will prepare them for more responsible, higher paying careers. An eleventh-

grade girl explained how parents influence career choice, and consequently
earning pcmler, by expecting their children to conform to traditional sex roles:
"If I was a boy, I'd drop my typing class and start taking really hard classes,
since my Dad would let me go to college and he won't now." Unfortunately; this

student is anything but unique. Of all high school students Who.are eligible

for college but do not go, 75% are female. Although females earn much better

high school grades than males, they are less likely to believe they have the
ability to do college work.

The expectation that males should be the primary breadwinners and that
woman's place is in the home also creates the perception that jobs which fe-
males traditionally hold outside the home are less important than those held

by males. An eleventh-grade boy showed his disdain for'one traditionally
female occupation when he wrote: "I would refuse to work as vecretary or
something .stupid like that ." As a result of such perceptions, "female" jobs
typically command lower salaries. Both boys and girls reCognize this distinc-

tion: "It would be harder [as a female] to get a job and I probably would be

paid .less" (11th grade boy). "If I were a boy, I would be trdated better. I

would get paid more and be able to do more things" (4th grade girl). The effect

of "female" careers being less valued than "male" careers is that when a wife
works, she and her husband bring home 11/2 paychecks instead of two. In addiM.on,

women who are responsible for supporting families often must hold multiple -,

jobs, and working women in general are not gigen the respect which males typically

experience.

One avenue that females utilize to increase their earning power is the

selection of non-traditional careers. There is evidence that more women are
making such Choices, although the total number is relatively small. It is not

surprising, however, that females would choose that option more often than males,

considering the comparative rewards of traditional male careers and traditional

female careers. What is not commonly known is that females are paid less than

males regardless of the career thel choose. According to the latest statistics

from the Department of Labor, the median weekly salary.for women working full-
time is less than that for men in every occupational category for which data

were available. Consequently, choosing a non-traditional category is no guaran-

tee thtat a. female's salary will be equal to that of a male, in spite of the

requirements of the Equal Pay Act.

As can-be seen by the career choices listed bythe students, the majorityl
of traditionally female careers not only involve serving or caring for others.

In addition, many of those careers require.that the female be physically attrac-

tive. This emphasis on a female's appearance is consistent with the traditional

expectation that a female's role is to please,males. Consequently, sex'role
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socialization includes teaching our children'that physical attractiveness is
particularly important for females. This, in turn, has yet another damaging

effect.

Effect 113 - Females are taught that their most valuable asset is their appear-

ance.

The amount of attention one gives to one's appearance was another area
frequently mentionea by the students as a difference between being male and
being female. Boys often vmmented about having to "curl my hair and put on
make-up" if they became girls. An eighth-grade boy said: "I couldn't be a

sl9b anymore. I'd have to smell pretty." One:sixth-grade boy-stated with

alarm: "I'd have to shave my whole body:"

Girls were equally as aware of the. difference: "If I were a boy, I wouldn't

have to be neat," wrote a fourth-grader. "I wouldn't- hdVe,to worry how I look',"

said a sixth-grader. A tenth-grade girl pointed out what she felt,wAs the
Major advantage of being male: "If I woke up tomorrow and I was a boy . . .

I would go lock to bed since it would not take one very .long to get ready for

:school."

Such statements suggest that both boys and girls feel it i ,imperative thaE

a female do everything she can to be attractive. Indeed, women spend millions

of dollars annually trying to tOnform to an ever-illusive,definition of femal

beauty. In addition, both boys and girls recognized that a male's appearanc
is relatively unimportant. Several boys emphasized that if they had to be f
male, the only way they could eolerate the change would be if they could be
particularly.beautiful. On the other hand, not single girl said Vat if/she
had to be male, she wanted to be particularly handsome'. //, ; /

The reason for all this concern with females' appearance is directl re-

lated to the traditional Lemale stereotype. Being "feminine" is.to a 1 rge

degree a matter of being physically attractive. Males are given the r ght to

judge whether or not a female measures ut) to a 'particular standard, she

does, she may be rewarded by bein chosen by a male as his partner'. eing

chosen is one of the few ways,a female has of being validated. An i teresting

practice which highlights the valuf which females put on being chos n is that

of the bride who buys and.carefUll preserves her wedding gown,

rents his attire and returns it to t store after Ole wedding.

is that being chosen for one's appearance does not mean one iJ
person. It merely puts one in a class witkother beautiful obj
admired, but also to be depersonalized. .

wh'le the groom
he sad irony,

lued as a
cts -- to be ./

The differential amount of attention which females,must pay to t,heir appear-

ance leads to the next damaging effect of sex role socialization.

Effect 1k4 - Males are taught that females are to be treated as...sex objects;
11>
'males are taught that such treatment is normal.

Boys and girls koth made references to. the fact that females are often

treated as sex objects. A twelfth-grade boy wrote: [As a girl,] I would usd

a lot of make-up and look good and beautiful to everyone, knowirw that few

people would cave for my personality, and the majority of people would like to

have me just like a sexual object." An eleventh-grad.c,koy agreed that he would

be "treated like a sex.symbol" if he Tamela girl.( Another senior boy remarked:
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"If I were gargeous,tI would be jeered at, and hear plenty of comments." Even

elementary(students recognized what females are subjected to: "I'd have to

watch out.tbr boys making passes at Me:' (3rd grade boy).

Girls also commented ion males' treatment of females. One eleventh-grader

recognized that i she were male she would no longer have to experience "leers
while walking d9n the street". A sixth-grade girl felt that as a boy she would

have tO "pus.edo all the girls". One girl, however, suggested she would ignore
the mectgfion to treat females in a negative way: "I wouldn't treat shicks

like.-/Most guys treated me, because I know' how it feels."

References to treatment of females often included references to violence
agtnst women. Boys made statements such as I were a girl,j I'd have to

krów how to handle drunk guys' and rapists" (8th grade boy). "I would have to

bp around other girls for safety" (11th grade boy). "I would always carry a

un for protection" (4th grade boy). Girls frequently mentioned that if they

'were boys they would not have to worry about being raped.

Contrary to what many persons believe, it is not female behaviof which is
responsible for the violence which males direct towards females. It is, rather,

the oesult of how males are socialized to conform to traditional sex roles.
That socialization process is thewsubiect of anDther damaging effect of sex
role socialization which is appArent,from the students' responses.

Effect 15 - Males are taught to be independent, competitive, algressive, and to
use violence.

These learnings, which are part of the traditional male sex role, begin in

infancy. Boy babies are handled more roughly by their parents. They are given

toys such as trucks, sports equipment, and,guns and are allowed more opportun-
ities to explore and experiment. As a result, their bghavior becomes more inde-

penderit, risk-taking, and competitive.

Afong with being more active, boys become more aggressive: 'When describing
how their behavior would change if'they became boys, girls indicated they would ,

have to be "rowdv,"'"macho," "Sthart-alecky,! "noisy,': and "saxIdisgusting things."

1
An eleventh-grade girl commented: "If I acted [as a boy] like I do now, I

wouldn't be accepted. I'd probably nee,ed to start cussing and do other things

like that to fit tn." They recognized it was important for boys'not to be a
"sissy" and to be.polite to girls (although the treatment of females they des-, '

-cribed could hardly be considere'd "polite"). Some mentioned they would have

to be more active and "show off more."

Part of being more aggressive is preferring the use of physical strength to

resolve conflicts. Males are expected to be able to prove the'ir manliness'by

physically defeating any challenger. Such displays are encouraged in young boys,

with statements such as "If he hit you, hit him back."

In the)students' comments, violence was associated only with being male.

One sixTh-grade glrl stated that if she were a boy, she could "beat up people."

An eighth-grade girl made this alarmAng remark whiCh demonstrates the difference

between how males and felles are socialized to solve problems: "If I were a'boy,

I'd kill my art teacher, instead of arguing with him as I do now.' Because fe-

males make easy targets, they are all too often the victims of expressions of

male violence. Although estimates vary, at least one out of every four females

9



is subjected to physical battering from a male,partner, and one out of every

three is the vict m of either rape, battering, or incest.

Consistent withthe expectation that they be strong-and aggressive, males

are taught to show less affection and emotion than females. The girls surveyed

were sensitive to the pressures put on boys to conform to this stereotype. A

tenth-grader wrote: "I would have to stay calm and cool whenever something

happened."

Some students recognized that conformity to the male stereotype is not

without its costs. In imagining how their lives would change if they became
girls, boys occasionally expressed a sense of relief at the prospect of being

relieved of pressures they felt from being male: "I wouldn't have. to worry

about responiibilities." "I wouldn't have to be scared of a fight." I could

ride girls' bikes and not be laughed at. And no one would make fun of me be-

cause I'm afraid of frogs." An eleventh-grade girl pointed out that'as a boy,

she "would not'be allowed to express my true feelings." It is obvious, fvm

the other comments made that boys are free to be boisterous and loud. Therefore,

one can assume that the feelings which are not allowed, which is consistent with

the male stereotype, are those "softer" feelings assofiated with females.
-

The process of socializing girls to conform to the traditional female sex

role has equally damaging effects., -

A

Effect A6 Females are taught to be d0610endent compliant, and fearful.

The treatment which little girls receive from their parents is almost the

direct opposite of that which little boys receive; Little girls are encouraged

,to be nurturers by being given dolls. ,As they grow older, they are kept close

to adults. They spend more time indoors where they are denied the experiences

which make boys more self-reliant. They are more often warned about danger

and about hurting.themselves, so they become fearful, have less sglf-confidence,

and avoid taking.risks, As a lenth-Orade girl described it: [If I were a boy,]

I think I would be mare outspoken and donlident, but I really don't know why."

.

In general, the,comments which boys made in the survey reflected the stereo-

typic expectation that girls are not to be as active as boys:, "Instead of West-

ling with my friends,'I'd be sitting around discussing the daily gossim.," "My

definition of a ,good time wortld definitely change." "I would become less out-

going dnd more polite. I may become shy, and be looked upon as a fragile glass

doll." "I would play girl game's and not have many things to.do during the day."

"1 would.have to hate snakes. Everything would be-miserable." "I couldn't

climb trees or jump the creek."

In contrast to the behaviorsimentioned by girls, boys felt that as females

they would have to be "nicer, and say proper things". They also mentioned they

would have to be "so dainty," "goodie-goodie ," "nice and neat ," "kind, cute, and

have nice handwriting," "more polite ," "like a lady". A tenth-grade boy said he

would have to be "more quiet, more reserved, and wait for others to talk to me

first."'

The combination of requirements associated with the traditional female sex

role can create a double-bind for many girls. On the one hand they are expected

to be sweet and polite, and on the other hand they are expected to be pleasing to

males. Often what males require from females in order that the-males may be

pleased is the granting of sexual favors. One ninth-grade boy showed remarkable

( tf



sensitivity to this contradiction: "If I were a girl, I'd have to be lady-like
.and trampish."

-

Out of the process of teaching males how to be "masculine" and teaching
females how to be "feminine," a tragic irony develops. Femal6s are taught that
being weak and vulnerable is part of being "feminine," and that males will be
their protectors. Thus when male aggression turns to violence against females,
the female is unprepared to defend herself, and may even blame herselt_for her

"protector's" behavior. Or, i she recognizes she is a potential victim simply
'by being female, she takes on trie stressful task of continually.monitoring her
environment to reduce the possibility.of being attacked.

Effect #7 - Males are tau ht to
restrictions.

ex ec t freedom: females are tau ht ex ect

Girls reported a wide range of freedoms they believed they wguld have?as
males which they do not have as females. Typical comments were: "I could stay

our later." "There- would be fewer rules." "I could do more." "I'd have more

independence." "I:d be trusted more when driving." "I could pick,my own &lends."'
A fourth-grader summed it up: "Obviously males are allowed to do more than fe-

males."

Without exception, the girls a4ciated being male with'being free from

restrictions. Indeed, they failed to\identify even a single restriction chey

would be subject to if they became maA. From the boys' comments, it was

apparent that they associated being fe le with being restricted: "I'd have to

come in earlier." "I couldn't ga out a much." "I codn't throw spft wads."
"I couldn't play football or basketball. "I couldn't have a pocket knife."

The imposition of restrictions on fem&Les is an extension of the practice of

keeping females close to adults and protectiTg them from real.or imagined harms.
Since males are expected td be seg-reliant, it would be considered'inappropriate

to set limits on their activities. The result is that males have greater oppor-
tunity to develop skills necessary to be an indeTendent, self-sufficient adult,

while females are encouraged to rely on others for guidance and support. This

learnin9 is not entirely without its benefits for females, however. Females

tend to form closer friendships than do males, and they are more likely to be

cooperative than competitive in their relationships\an ctivities.

,Sex role socializatton also has damaging effects related to the home and

relationships with one's children.

Effect 1k8.- Males and Jerrie, s are taught that liome and childcare responsibilities

are not to be share& equal y.

Theresistance which males often have to sharing home responsibilities and

childcare 4s tied to dui: stereotypical d.qfinition of "masculinity". Being "mgscu-

line" depends to a large degree on not'being identified with' anything "femihine'!..

This includes doing only those tasks in the home which males typically do, and

interacting with one's children only in ways which are "appropriate" for males.

With the increasing number of women who work outside the home, the traditional

expectation that housework And childcare are primarily "women's work" means that.

a female often finds that her career responsibilities are simply added on to her,

home responsibilities.
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Whenrparents theMselves'conform to traditional selt roles, they tend to per-7.
.petuate this pattern by assigng household duties to their children on the
basis of he child's sex. ,When asked to, iaentify differences which wou/d occur
if their sex were different, manY stuent commints related to changes in re-
quired%duties at home. Boys Pointed out that ehey would be expected to do" more

housework if -they were female. gfourth-grade girl made thiS remark about how

her life would change if she were male: "Life on the.home fronyould be a lot

easier. I khow that for a fact since I've got a brother." It-tras evident'that

these children (and their parents),draw clear distinctiOns betWensduties which
are appropriate for males and those Which are appropriae for females: "If I

were a.girl, I would dust the house instead of vacuuming" (4th grade Soy). "If I

were a boy, I would take out the garage inste0 of doing the ironing" (12th grade
girl).

Childcare was consistently viewed as beillo the .feMhle's fesponsilDility. One

sixth7grade girl said: "If I were alboy, I wouldn't have to babysit.Y-An eighth-
grade boy acknowledged that if he were female, he would be "the one who has the

kid." te:k sixth-grade-girl recognizedIthat childcare can have its drawbacks. She

commented that if she were male, shel"would not have'to put up with the kids."

While leaving childcare to females undoubtedly has its advantages for males,

it also deprives them of experiencing the positive rewards, which,females gain
from their role as nurturers: Conformity to traditional sex roles has still
other implications for parents' relationships with their children. This is

demonstrated in theolext damaging effect, of sex role socialization.

ii

Effect fig - Males and females are taught only those skills which are &insistent

with traditional sex roles.
,

Traditional sex roles dictate that, in-general, fathers should share their
aCtivities with their sons.,', and moth rs should share their activities with their

daughters. This ex ectation is appl ed not only to household taeks, but to

1[47

other activities a ell. S,tudents of both sexes recognized that fathers involve

their sons in acti ities from which Oaughters.are excluded: "If I were a girl,

4 I would not help my dad wash the'carlor gas up the car" (4th grade boy). "If I

were a boy, I could eo hunting and fishing.with my dad"' (6th grade girl). "If I

were a girl, I would not be able 'to help my dad fix the car and truck and his two

motorcycles" (6th grade boy). "If I were a boy, my dad would do more thiligs,

like teach me how to work with wood" (6th grade girl). 1

, . .

%

It is obvious Trom such comments that both b9ys and girls value these
traditionally male activities and want to share them with their fathers. The

traditionally female activities sueh as cooking and sewing, whicll mothers typitally

perform, were rarely mentioned. When they were, students viewed them as undesir-

able. Consequently, conformitY to traditional sex roles resuIts'in denying both

sons and daughters,the opportunity to learn important skills and to develop inter-

ests and talents which are not consistent with those roles., .

The process of sex role socialization begun in the home is r4inforced in

the classroom. Since the passage of Title IX in 1972, sex discriwination in

education has been illegal. Even so, the positive impact of thiilegislation
has been offset by the conscious or unconscious reinforcement of Sex roll stereo-

types by covselors, teachers, and other school personnel who ofVn,fail 'to' make

students aware of the damaging effects of making stereotypical choices.

1 2'
r
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Effect #10 - Males and females exclude themselves fidm courses and extracurricular
attivities in scbool t.bat develop interests and talents which are valuable to
both sexes;

The selection of courses and activities in school has important implications
for one's future. Career choice, is influenced, interests and talents are de-
veloped, and important skills for everyday living are learned. Even though
schools are now required to make all courses,and most activities available to all
students, student selections continue to reflect donformity to traaitional sex
role stereotypes. Students *ho participated in the survey still see auto mech-
anics, computer classes, math and science as beirig more appropriate for,males
than for females. CoOking, sewing; and particularly Oping were identiEied as
"girls' classes". One senior boy answered the survey question this way: "I

would drop my math class and take mokg classes like'cooking, English and ones
that would make me look good as a gifrl." A tenth-grade boy agreed: "I would
not want to take all of the math and science coursest tIa taking now. I

would take mostly art, food, an& clothing classes." Sim y, the girls felt
they would have to make changes in course selection if they' were male: "I'd
have to drop my sewing class" (11th grade girl). "I would take classes like
drafting and woodshop, and I couldn't take Home Economics" (11th grade,gtrl).

In general, more females than males elect to take non-traditional courses.
When they do, however, they are often regarded as "freaks ,"(q.their motives are
questioned. For example, in one school district, an administrator coMmented
that girls rarely elect to take traditionally male vocational education classes.
He went-on to relate the case of'one girf who took auto mechani'd "but only be-

)100b. cause she wanted to be with the boys," He implied that she had little interest
in learning the skills taught. The fact that she had earned an excellent grade
in the course was completely ignored. Such attitudes are evident to students,
even when not expressed overtly, and have the effect of digtouraging selection
of non-traditional courses.

Extracurriculat activities such as sports and cldbs
1

were similarly identified
-by the students surveyed as being either for boys or for girls. Far more of
-these activities were mentioned as being appropriate cor boys; for example,
basketball, track,.baseball wrestling, weight lifting, chess club, and computer
club. VO.leyball and, gymnatics were seen as being,primarily for girls

In the sUrvey, girls often referrbd to negative reactions they receive when
they do choose to engage in "male", activities: "[If I were a boy,] I could play
baseball or go hunting without being hassled ." "1 would be able to take shop
without feeling out of place." "I could use the weight room without feeling
funny." "I could play football without being laughed at."

An overwhelming number of girls indicated they would go out for football
if they were male, and an equally large number of boys said they would want to
be cheerleaders if they were female. 'The Selection by the girls of football as
"an important activity° for males is not surprising. More than any ether activity,
playing football epitomizes "masculinity" and the advantages of being male.
Football players have their uniforms furnished free of charge: cheerleaders
usually must furnish their own. Football players are giypn free transportation
to games and free Meals afterwards; cheerleaders usuallr'must find their own
rides and pay for their own meals. Football players are rewarded with trophies
and scholarships and have their pic'tures hung in a place of honor at school.
Cheerleaders are rewarded with a small gold -plated megaphone to wear on a neck-

lace or bracelet.



To understand why the boys in the survey showed, an interest in beifig cheer-

leaders, one must recognize what cheerleading represents to females. Although,

its advantages are few when compared to those of being a male athlete, cheer-

leading is one of the few opportunities for young females to be physically ac-
tive without losing their "femininity," and at the same to be validated as pop-

ular and attractive.

The mention of foOtball'and cheerleading is also significarit as evidente
that the students have been sacialized to confOrm to traditional Sex-Oles.
There are few other activities which capture so clearly the essence of the
traditional male and female sex roles. The football player is physicallx strong,

competitive and aggressive. His place is on the playing field, performin

the actiVity considered .to Se important. The cheerleader's 21ace is.on thê

sidelines, providing support far Lbe males and pleasing themgby being pHysically
attractive.and energetically loyal. As one fourth-grade boy stated: "When

you're a girl, you cheer sports instead of joining them." The cheerleaderi'

function has meaning only in relation to the athlete -- one can eertainly play

football without having cheerleaders, but a cheerleader without football'players

is considered absurd.

Although opportunities for females in sports have definitely increased in

recent years, it took a federal law to make it happen. And as one senior boy

in the ,survey noted, female'sports receive less support than do male sports:

"If I were a [female] athlete, I'd expect feWe-r-p-eople to come to the event."

The lower attendance at girls' spOrting events lets females know that 'their

activities are less important than those of maleS. This, in turn, serwes to

discourOe females from engaging in athletic activities.

Effect oll - Females receive better treatment from teachers, but males get more

encouragement to achieve.

Male studentS learn that their aggressive behavidr, which is reinforced in

ti=leir other activities, is unacceptable in the classrobm. Because they are more

aggressive, males receive iar more reprimands from teachers than do females.

To the students in the survey, this differential treatment is often experienced

as inequity: '![If I were a boy,] I'd be treated unfairly" (4th grade girl).
"I'd get away with a lot less" (11th grade girl). "The best thing about [being

a gi..r11, is that the teacher would favor you" (6th grade boy). ."If I were a girl,

I would be treated like a normal human being; not an animal or anything else"

(8th grade boy). "As a bog, I would be treated with less respect" (10th grade

girl).

The students also perceived that individual teachers show definite prefer-

ences for either ;ale or female students. ape tenth-grade girl thought that

the way she would be treated as a boy would depend on the sex of the teacher:

"If it were a lady teacher, I would get more attention. If it were a man, I

would more than likely get yelled at more." An eleventh-grade girl felt that

the differences were.not so predictable: "Depending.on the teacher, I might' be

treated As dirt [as a boyl, or I might be shown tat someone cares how I do in ,

schoof ."

Even though males may get into more trouble at school, teacher reprimands .

have the posiptive effect of making males the center of attention. Few females

.
are aware of this, although one girl said: "If I were a boy, I'd get called on

more to answer questions." The more frequent interadtion which teachers have with

boys gives the boys constant feedback and makes them feel important. The quieter

14



behavior of girls is rewarded with higlaer grades and special privileges such as
running errands for the teacher. But it also means that girls are more often
ignored.

A dramatic example of how teachers ignore females wts reported by one of
the teachers who administered the student survey. She was collecting data on

the number of females enrolled in advanced math and science classes at her high
school. A math teacher insisted that there were mire males than females in his
advanced'math class. Yet when he checked his grade book, he was amazed to dis-
cover that,in fact the Opposite was true. ,

The costs of being reprimanded.more often are also outweighed'by the fact
that males receive more encouragement to achieve. A number of students addressed -
what they perceived to be differences in teachers' expectations of)achievement:
A sixtb-grade girl said: "If I were a boy, I might have done better in school."
A ninth-grade girl commented that as a'boy, she "might be expected to be, more
intelligent than the girls." An eleventh-grade girl agreed: "Teachers expect

more from guys." Imagining herself as a boy, an eleventh-grade girl said: "I

.would probably act different toward my teachers, being less cutesy and vulner-

. able. Boys have to make it on their own." Remarks such as these are consistent

with research on female achievement. Although females tend to perform equal to*

\. or better than males in elementary school, by.the age of 13, females' achieve-
ment begins to decline. By.adulthood, males outperform females in everythin
writing and music. This can be explained by the lower expectations which ar
part 9f the traditional female stereotype. As females begin to realize that
their appearance and their docile behavior are.rewarded much more than their
grades, they reduce their effort to confOtm to the level of other's expectations.

Effect #12 - Both males and females are taught that being male is inherently

better than being female.

Perhaps the most disturbing theme which consistently appeared in the re-
sponses to the student survey was the implication that males are inherently of

greater value than females. Many of the damaging effects already identified are

consistent with this same theme.

Even though an occasional female would state that she did not want to be a

0 boy, or that being a girl is "more fun," by far the greater number of comments
which denigrated che opposite sex were written by boys. Elementary,boys often

selected titles fdi their responses using phrases such as "The Disastvr or
"The Fatal Dream,"or "Doomsday."

The negative remarks directed against females represented a wide range:
"Girls can't do anything fun. They don't know how to do anything except play

dolls" (4th grade boy). "I wouldn't dike having a little pink dress or anything

about a girl." It wouldn't be fun" (4th grade boy). "If I were a girl, I would

have to wear make-up, cook, be a mother, and yuccky stuff like that" (6th grade

boy), "If I were a girl, I'd be stupid and weak as a string" (6th grade boy).
"If I woke up and I was a girl, I would go back to sleep apd hope it was a bad
dream" (6th grade boy). "If I were.a girl, I would want to be a boy" (4th grade

boy). "If I were a girl, everybody would be better than'me, because boys are
better than girls" (3rd grade boy). Many of the comments were more succinct:
"If I were a girl, I'd kill myself." Some child development experts would argue
that elementary school age children exhibit a pattern of preferring to interact
with their own sex, and negative remarks about females would be attributed to the

developmental stage of the child. It is unclear, however, whether this behavior
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acutally developmental, or the result of sex role socialization which contin-

ually reinforces such interaction. Although high school boys made very few

statements which were direct Putdowns of females, none of the boys expressed a

preference fon ,being a girl.

On the other hand, girls frequently saw being male as being a definite

advantage: "I prdbab.ly wouldn't get nervous when I talk" (6th grade girl). "I

.
could do stuff better than I do now" (3rd grade girl). "People would take my

decisions and beliefs MOT? seriously.(11th grade girl). "I wouldn't have to

worry about getting'a reputation,(8th grade girl). "If I were a-boy, my whole

life might have been easier",(6th grade girl).

a
Girls also seeMed to be paitticularly aware Of how their relationships with

their parents--.:and especially their fathers - would chnge if they were male:

"My dad would,respect me better than usual because I would be akboy," wrote one

fourth-graaie girl. .She conEinued: "My grandparents would treat me extra special."

The preferende parents often have for male children, particularly as the first

child, is'reflected in this stalement by a sixth-grade girl: "If I were a boy,

my father would be closer because I'd be the son he always wanted." Perhaps

the most poignant comment, is that of a third-grade girl who_wrote: "If I were

a boy, my Daddy might have loved me." In a 1978 study, twfae as many woMen

expressed a preference for male children, and their hugbands preferred males to

females by as much as three or four to one. These preferLces get passed on to

Children, a is evident in this remark by a third-grade girl: "I would get

married and probably want to have children. I would surely want a son more

than a girl."

The Fducator's Responsibility
1

As has been demonstrated in the student comments reported here, the cone-

"quences resulting from 'sex role socialization are as insidious as they are un-

necessary. Apd wh,ile it has been shown that males surely pay a price bY con- '

forming to traditional sex roles, the price wkch females iay,is even greater. 11

As a group, ,females will suffer more anxieties, have less self-confidence:and

have lower life aspirations when,they grow up. Bat perhaps worst of all, they

are denied the experience of feeling they are vaJ.ued and,valuable.
.

One third-grade boysdescribed in this way his peceptions of what,it's like

to be a female: "If I woke up and r was a girl, I would like to blow bubbles

all the time, and like to play with dolls and doll houses. I would like pink and

I would like ribbons and pigtails. I would always chase boys. I would like girl

teachers better, and 1 would not collect .ocks anymore. I would be quieter and

I'd take.a bath in perfume mixed with bubble bath. I wouldn't like being a

girl."

When'confronted with proof of students' conformity-of sex role stereotypes

-.and the damaging effects of such conformity, educators often claim that inter-
.

,vention is the Desponsibility of parents, not the schdols. Surely it-is not for

schools alone to assume responsibility for breaking down'these stereotypes and

how they lj.mit bOth.sexes. But neither can the schools pass off this responsi-

bility to other parties. Students spend a critical portion of their days in

public school classrooms, and the quality of that time is significant not only

in terms of intellectual growth, but also social development. If one accepts

the position that it is the responsibility of educators to maximize educational

opportunity for all students, it is critical for parents and teachers to work

together to understand the damaging effects of sex"role stereotypes and to

A
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counteract those'effects by intervening when evidence of stereotyping is found.
,

Because of the pressure on- young people to conform to-sex role stereo-
types, school districts are bligated by Titfe IX to go beyddd"such basic actions
as allowing stu,:ents of both sexes to take all courses or eliminating differen-
tial discipline policies. If all students are to have equar educational oppor-
tunity, schools must also.direct address issues of sex role stereotyping in
teacher behavior and classroom materials. Without such efforts, it can be ex-
pected,that students will continue to make the choices dictated by those stereo-
types and, as aresult, will continue to experience the limitations associated
with those choices.

Whet Educators Can Do

If you are concerned about what your district is doing h)address issues'
related to Title IX and sex equity, thej..ollowing actions are"ways of acting on

those concerns:'

1. Ask your students the same question which was asked. in the student
survey reported in this article and discuss their, answers with them,
pointing out the damaging effects of sex role stereotypes.

2. Familiarize yourself with the Title IX regulations. An excellent

summary is available from PEER, 1029 Vermont Avenue,,N.W., Suite 800,
Washington, D.C, 20005.

3. Talk to your district's Title IX Coordinator and other administrators
about actions being taken to address ,these issues.- Ask for evidence
of compliance with.Title IX and commitment to sex equity.

4. Investigate the opportunities for staff development in the area of
sex equity, and take advantage of them. If none are available, ask

for such programs to be offered.

5. Review your textboolcs and other classroom materials for evidence of

sexism. Although not covered by Title IX, textbooks are recognized as
.significant influendes on' the development and perpetuation of sex role

stereotypes. Your local chapter of NOW can provide helpful information
about what to look for.

6. Contact your district's Title IX committee or individuals who have par-
ticipated in training offered by the,Institute for Equality in Education.
(These names are available from your Title IX Coordinator). Share your

concerns with these individuals and ask how you can,cooperate with their

efforts.

7. Suggest that your school's paient organization make sex equity a priority
and that they provide speakers and programs to raise.parents' awareness
of the damaging effects of sex role stereotyping.

8. Contact the,Sex Equity Team at the Coiorado State Department of Education
and inquire about the services and resources they have available to

school districts.


